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As an essential element in studying Earth Sciences, plate

tectonics provides the scientific basis for understanding

movement and tectonic interactions among different plates

and related tectonic consequences, i.e., natural hazards.

The theory of plate tectonics was introduced to China in the

early 1970s, about 10 years after this, scientific theory was

firstly developed in the western world. Even though, after

profound studies for several decades by Chinese and for-

eign geoscientists, it has been widely recognized that China

is a tectonic collage built by successive amalgamations

among different terranes (e.g., Meng and Zhang 1999).

Geoscientific studies indicate that the dominant amal-

gamation that constitutes the major frame of Chinese

mainland first occurred between the North China block and

the Qilian block during Early Paleozoic via closure of the

Proto-Tethys Ocean. This process generated the currently

widespread island arc assemblages within the Qilian oro-

genic belt, as well as accretionary prisms, ophiolites and

high to ultrahigh-pressure metamorphic rocks (Xiao et al.

2009). The Qinling-Dabie-Sulu orogenic belt to the east of

the Qilian orogenic belt is the prominent orogenic belt in

China that resulted from closure of the branches of the

Paleo-Tethys Ocean, including the Shangdan Ocean and,

thereafter, the Mianlue Ocean, and the subsequent collision

between North China block and South China block during

Indosinian orogeny (e.g., Guo et al. 2012). It extends east-

west for about 2000 km (Li and Gerya 2009). Simultane-

ously with the closing Paleo-Tethys Ocean, divergent

subduction occurred to the Songpan-Garze remnant ocean

along the Kunlun suture zone to the north and the Jisha

suture zone to the south, and thick Triassic flysch derived

from adjacent orogenic belts migrated contemporaneously

to the Songpan-Garze remnant ocean (e.g., Yin and Nie

1993; Liu et al. 2013). Meanwhile, owing to coeval sub-

duction in the north and southwest, the Songpan-Garze

remnant ocean experienced northeast-southwestward crus-

tal shortening and, therefore, southeast-directed thrusting

(e.g., Reid et al. 2005; Roger et al. 2011). Consequently,

western margin of the Yangtze block, which was originally

the passive margin prior to thrusting, was inverted to be the

active margin (Guo et al. 2013, 2014, 2015a, b; Xu et al.

2016). Contemporaneously, the Longmenshan thrust belt

adjacent to the western Sichuan basin was initiated as a

result of resistance from the rigid basement of the Yangtze

hinterland (Burchifel et al. 1995). A subsequent successive

amalgamation of terranes that constitutes the Tibetan pla-

teau, including the Songpan-Garze terrane, the Qiangtang

terrane, and the Lhasa terrane, as well as the Indian plate,

has been taking place, since Mesozoic, through Paleogene

to Neogene, to present (e.g., Wang et al. 2008). The

Tibetan plateau resulted from ongoing Indian-Eurasian

collision has gained most concern, not only because of its

high topography with double normal thickness crust, but

also the influence of high topography to the climate

changes in South Asia (Molnar et al. 1993), as well as the

derived natural hazards within the interior of the plateau

and along its margins. The Tibetan plateau is currently

undergoing coeval uplift and tectonic extrusion along

major strike-slip faults (Tapponnier et al. 2001). It has been

taken as the primary active example of a continent-conti-

nent collisional orogen (e.g., Searle et al. 2011; Styron

et al. 2015). In addition to the active tectonics taking place

in the interior of Chinese mainland, forces from outside

have exerted influence to the evolution of Chinese main-

land, resulting in tectonic activities along major faults. The
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most famous example is the Tanlu fault zone, which was

initiated during Indosinian orogeny (Xu et al. 1987; Zhu

et al. 2009) but was reactivated during Cenozoic with a

reorganization of the plate tectonics (Chen et al. 2006).

Thus, Chinese mainland is experiencing compressive

forces through the interactions between the Eurasian plate

and the Indian Plate to the west, and between the Pacific

Plate and Eurasian plate to the east. As a result, several

major seismic belts are developed, including the seismicity

in the coastal area of South China, seismicity along the

Taihang Mountain and the area adjacent to Beijing, Tian-

jin, and Tangshan, and seismicity in southwestern Tibet

and eastern Tibet adjacent to the Sichuan Province, as well

as the North-South seismic belt along the Helanshan-Liu-

panshan-Longmenshan. Chinese mainland occupies 7 % of

the world’s land but has had 33 % of major earthquakes of

the world indicating a frequent earthquake sequence of

China. Since the twentieth century, more than 800 earth-

quakes with magnitude over 6.0 have been reported. The

most recent well known ones are the 1976 MS7.8 Tangshan

earthquake, the 2001 MS7.8 Kunlun earthquake, and the

2008 MS8.0 Wenchuan earthquake, as well as the 2010

MS6.9 Yushu earthquake.

Although Chinese mainland has frequent earthquakes,

unfortunately, it is still in the empirical stage for the

earthquake prediction. However, the factual and theoretical

basis for studies in crustal structure and tectonics has

gained much improvement in research methods and tech-

niques, which is of great significance for preparation of

natural hazards, like earthquakes. Seven papers collected in

the special issue reflect the latest development and pro-

gresses in the studies of active tectonics in China. All the

selected papers document the crustal structure of a specific

area by using different methods. Xiong et al. and Huang

et al. employed high-resolution seismic reflection profiles

to image the crustal structure. Differently, Huang et al.

concentrated on the structural interpretation of the deep

process and the sub-horizontal Moho, while Xiong et al.

focused mostly on the tectonic evolution of the Sichuan

basin, since Archean based on the well-developed reflec-

tors appearing from lower crust to the mantle. Additionally,

Xiong et al. employed gravity anomaly as a data support to

identify the variation in mechanical properties of the whole

crust. Similarly, Xu et al. have concentrated on the studies

of gravity anomaly of eastern Tibetan to identify the

relationship between the regional tectonic activity and

crustal structure. Different processing techniques of the

gravity anomaly have quiet improved the interpretation

resolution of the crustal structure. To the south of eastern

Tibet, by discussing the crustal stress field, Xu et al. doc-

umented the crust-mantle structure beneath Yunnan Pro-

vince. The authors suggested a vertically coherent pure-

shear deformation of the lithosphere, which indicates a

coupled crust-mantle structure. To the South China block,

Chen et al. have concentrated on the documentation of the

crustal structure beneath the Xuefeng Mountain uplift belt

by using a magnetotelluric study. With a combination of

regional gravity and magnetic data, the results reveal the

basement detachment and north-south ramp accompanied

with the tectonic movement. Further, with an integrated

data analysis including remote sensing and topographic

surveys, seismic data from petroleum exploration, shallow

seismic profiles, exploratory geological trenches on fault

outcrops, and borehole data, Shao et al. re-localized the

epicenter of 1119 AD Qian-Gorlos earthquake and pointed

out the potential of the Gudian fault in triggering large

earthquakes in the Songliao basin of Jilin Province. Hu

et al. contributed one paper with documentation of the

lithospheric elastic thickness over the Louisville Ridge and

adjacent regions, the Hawaiian-Emperor Chain, by using

bathymetry and altimetric gravity anomalies. The results

indicate an increase of the lithospheric effective elastic

thickness seaward as a result of the collision of the Pacific

and Indo-Australia plates.

Overall, progress of techniques and methods in

improving tectonic studies is undergoing concurrently.

Emphasizing the tectonic analysis without employing new

methods and/or new techniques will probably eventually

end up getting sealed in studies. Thus, based on the

understanding of previous tectonic studies, results from

employment of a new method and technique will add new

aspects to construction of tectonic evolution model and,

therefore, provide an alternative preparation for future

natural hazards.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge all the authors for

their fruitful contributions. More specifically, I would give

my special thanks to all the reviewers for their responsible

and careful readings of the papers. Their evaluation,

opinions, and suggestions for modification of reviewed

papers do provide the authors an opportunity to emphasize

the main lines of evidence in support of their hypotheses.
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